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NAMING A PLACE NICODEMUS

ROSAMOND C. RODMAN
Names are the turning point of who shall be master.
-Walt Whitman, "The Primer of Words" 1

Nicodemus, one of the first all-black settlements in Kansas, and the sole remaining
western town founded by and for African
Americans at the end of Reconstruction, has
received a good deal of scholarly attention. 2
Yet one basic matter about it remains unclear:
how the town came by its unusual name. Most
scholars now think that the name of the town
derives from a legendary slave rather than the
biblical character.
This essay challenges that consensus, contending the name Nicodemus indeed refers to
the biblical character, and in doing so exempli-

fies the way that the dominated disguise their
speech, making it cryptic and coded. 3 The
biblical reference to Nicodemus conveys, in
veiled form, significant meanings for African
Americans. On the surface, Nicodemus referred
to a legendary slave remembered as the Civil
War was drawing to its bitter end; but in its
veiled and biblical deployment, the name communicates protest and defiance of the dominant culture and its dominant white Bible. By
choosing a a name with multiple meanings,
the founders of Nicodemus were able to resist
the identity conferred upon them (as slaves).
In its coded form, the name Nicodemus provided subterfuge, a "sheltered site for subversive meanings."4 The pressing question here is
just what resistant, indirect, and euphemistic
meanings the biblical Nicodemus, a minor New
Testament character, affords.
Examining the encoded biblical reference to
Nicodemus allows for a richer, more textured
understanding of the town's rather curious name
and illuminates the arts of resistance that likely
guided these settlers' decision to name their
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town Nicodemus. Stripping the name of its
biblical resonance, as most researchers have,
reduces and simplifies the complex imagery of
the African American settlers in Kansas.
The interdisciplinary approach taken in this
essay combines methodological threads from a
range of academic disciplines, including placename studies; regional and ethnic studies; and
literary and biblical studies. 5 Briefly, the argument advanced here is that naming a place
Nicodemus exemplifies the tension between
the mandate of received America-a biblically
formulated place if ever there was one-and
the effort by enslaved peoples to produce counter-readings of the dominant white culture and
its dominant white Bible.
I proceed by examining first how the majority of scholars have come to the conclusion
that the settlement was named for a slave
rather than the biblical character. Then I challenge that consensus by noting the prominence
of biblical themes, characters, and tropes in
nineteenth-century settlements, and, more
pointedly, the important role of the Bible in
black life in this period~ Finally, I examine the
significance of the biblical Nicodemus, arguing
that he stands for two matters of critical import
to African Americans: first, that Nicodemus
came to Jesus at night; and second, that Jesus
told him that to reach the kingdom of heaven
he had to be born again. As will be seen, these
functioned as key signifiers in the African
American experience.
THE SLAVE NICODEMUS

The great proper names used in America must
commemorate things belonging to America . ...
Because what is America for? To commemorate the old myths and the gods? To repeat the
Mediterranean here? Or the uses and growths of
Europe here? No; but to destroy those from the
purposes of the earth, and to erect a new earth
in their place.
-Walt Whitman, "The Primer of Words"
In 1861, after a fierce and bloody struggle,
"Bleeding Kansas" entered the Union as a free

state. In the years following the Homestead
Act (1862), the Emancipation Proclamation
(1863), and the ratification of the Thirteenth
Amendment (1865), thousands of newly freed
slaves left the South. The tide of immigration
peaked in 1879-80 with a mass immigration
known as the "Kansas Fever Exodus."6
Several black settlements were established before the peak of the Kansas Fever
Exodus, and Nicodemus was one of them.7
Located in north-central Kansas, Nicodemus
was founded and incorporated in the spring
of 1877. The idea for the establishment of
Nicodemus "belonged originally to William
Smith and Thomas Harris, two black ministers from Clarksville, Tennessee."8 These
African American ministers were joined by
William R. Hill, an experienced Kansas land
speculator and townsite developer, originally
from Indiana. 9 These men, along with a small
group of investors, formed the Nicodemus
Town Company.
For five dollars, two of which were paid
to the government as a filing fee, the founding members of the town sold plots on the
site. lO In July of 1877, an initial group of thirty
arrived from Kentucky, taking the railroad
to the end of the line in Ellis, Kansas, and
walking the remaining thirty-five miles to the
Nicodemus townsite. Another 350 or so, also
from Kentucky, arrived in the autumn of 1877,
with more to follow the next year. ll
At the height of its popularity, in the early
years of the twentieth century, Nicodemus
claimed some seven hundred to eight hundred denizens. Most of the original colonists
hailed from Kentucky; some also came from
Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee.
Within five years of its founding, Nicodemus
had a newspaper, a hotel, two churches (African
Methodist Episcopal and Baptist), and a post
office. The citizens of the colony applied
for and got township status and the civic
offices that came with it. Indeed, the men
of Nicodemus made significant headway in
the struggle for African American political
and civic self-governance during the period
between Reconstruction and Jim Crow. 12
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Economically, the township initially flourished, swept up in the economic boom reverberating through western Kansas at the time.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad planned a route
through Nicodemus, a possibility that tinged an
already rosy picture even pinker. Not for long,
however. The railroad plans fell through, and
Nicodemus subsequently fell on hard times.
By 1950, Nicodemus was almost a ghost town.
In the 1990s, then-senator Bob Dole oversaw
legislation naming Nicodemus a National
Historic Site under the auspices of the National
Park Service.!3 Today, approximately thirty-six
people still live and work in Nicodemus. There
is a visitor center, full-time staff, and a thin
trickle of government funding.
The derivation of the town's name has
been debated over the years. Although most
researchers now agree the name derives from
the legendary slave, it has also been linked
with the biblical character. For example, Mr.
W. L. Sayers, who was the county attorney for
Graham County and lived in Nicodemus all
his life, maintained that "the leaders of the
colony were religious men, hence the name
was taken from the scriptures .... Nicodemus,
the ruler of the Jews, came to Jesus by night."14
However, scholars dismiss these sources in
favor of another explanation: "The colony's
name is commonly believed to have biblical
origins, but there is a stronger argument for
the claim that it commemorated a legendary
slave."15 This determination echoes among
nearly every researcher, with minor variations
and emendations (that tend to grant this legendary slave either princely status or financial
independence, or both).!6
The National Park Service at Nicodemus
provides the most accurate version of the slavename attribution: the name Nicodemus comes
from "a popular slave era song published 1864
by Henry Clay Work called 'Wake Nicodemus.'
Later, his song was slightly modified and used
to promote the settlement of Nicodemus."l?
Indeed, as it turns out, the legendary slave
taken for granted by most researchers turns out
to be the fictional title character in a song written by a white abolitionist, Henry Clay Work.

Work was born in 1832. When he was a
child, his family moved from Connecticut
to Illinois, where his father was convicted of
aiding and abetting runaway slaves. After serving jail time, the elder Work moved his family
back to Connecticut. As a teen, Henry Work
apprenticed as a printer there, teaching himself
music on the side. As a young adult, Henry
moved to Chicago to work as a typesetter in
the printing industry. He continued his musical
hobby, and even submitted an early tune to the
famous minstrel E. P. Christy. Work was really
"discovered" by the music publisher George
Root, to whom Work showed one of his abolitionist songs, "Kingdom Coming!" Root, duly
impressed with Work's ear for what he called
the "darkey dialect," hired him immediately'!s
Work was able to quit his printing career, as he
earned a good living and a good profit for Root
and Cady's musical publishing house. 19 Music
publishers played an important role during
the Civil War, indeed "almost as important
a part as journalism," as they produced sheet
music that influenced the emotions of Union
sympathizers in the North and Confederate
sympathizers in the South. 20
Work wrote and published "Wake Nicodemus!" in 1864., the year following the
Emancipation Proclamation, when optimism
regarding the end of the Civil War was high.
Many of Work's songs, including "Wake
Nicodemus!" became further popularized in
minstrelsy. "'Kingdom Coming' was introduced
by Christy's Minstrels in Chicago with much
promotional fanfare in April 1862," and it
came to be widely known by both black and
white audiences.21 "Wake Nicodemus!" though
not as popular as his earlier song "Kingdom
Coming!" nor his later hit "Marching Through
Georgia," nevertheless reached wide audiences
in minstrelsy (Fig. 1).2 2
Work's song featured Nicodemus, a proud
slave "of African birth," now dead and buried
in "an old gum tree." The song celebrated the
anticipated end of the Civil War-hence, the
titular imperative to "wake" Nicodemus, who in
the song had foretold the jubilee day when the
slaves would be freed. Work's Nicodemus was
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FIG. 1. "Wake Nicodemus!" sheet music, Courtesy of The Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington,

Indiana.
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prophetic ("for he told of the battles to come"),
brave ("never the sport of the lash, though the
bullet has oft crossed his path,") and obedient
only to Jesus ("He obeyed who was born to
command"). Surely, in its inception "Wake
Nicodemus!" functioned as a protest song by
an abolitionist composer.
The Nicodemus of popular song came to be
associated with the town by way of a handbill
composed to advertise the settlement to wouldbe immigrants. Handbills, fliers, circulars, and
broadsheets were commonly used to advertise
settlements and colonies being founded during
and after Reconstruction. They were read aloud
in church and pasted up at railroad stations. 23 In
April of 1877, the Nicodemus Town Company
founders' white business partner, William R.
Hill, created a handbill advertising plots at
the Nicodemus townsite to would-be immigrants. Hill's circular, dated April 16, 1877,
makes no mention of a legendary slave named
Nicodemus. 24
A few months later, in July of 1877, the
secretary of the town company, a man by the
name of Simon P. Roundtree, produced another
circular to advertise the availability of land in
Nicodemus. That task, and indeed, the role of
secretary of the Nicodemus Town Company
almost certainly fell to Roundtree because he
was one of two founding "colored" members
who could read and write. 25 Unfortunately,
little is known about Roundtree, although the
few pieces of information about him provide
some compelling things' to consider. First of
all, like the other founders of Nicodemus,
Roundtree too was a preacher. Apparently,
Reverend Roundtree was also known for his
"sense of musical harmony," his "high falsetto
voice," and his penchant for singing, accompanied by his own banjo playing. 26 It is said that
the good Reverend Roundtree met migrants
to Nicodemus at the railroad terminus in
Ellis, Kansas (some thirty-five miles north of
Nicodemus), and led them the remaining distance to the townsite, singing all the way. "We
can imagine them singing folk songs such as
'Little David, play on your harp,' 'I'm sometimes
low, sometimes high, yes Lord,' and 'I'm stand-

ing in the need or prayer."'27 Roundtree's repertoire might also have included a song called
"Wake Nicodemus!" for the lyrics to that song
figured prominently in the circular Roundtree
composed.
While he used Hill's earlier handbill as a
template, Roundtree also departed from it.
For example, Roundtree emphasized in glowing terms the natural resources and climate
of Kansas, knowing that immigrants from
Kentucky would find Kansas soil and weather
extreme in comparison to the lush cotton
and tobacco plantations with which they
were familiar. The more notable and, for our
purposes, more important addition, however,
is this: at the very bottom of his circular,
Roundtree included a little ditty about a slave
named Nicodemus (see Fig. 2).
That ditty reveals that Roundtree combined
the first and second stanzas of the song "Wake
Nicodemus!" and changed the chorus slightly,
adapting the popular song for the purposes of
advertising the Nicodemus Town Company.
Refrain from Henry
Clay Work's
"Wake Nicodemus!"
The Good Time
Coming is almost
here!
It was long, long, long
on the way!
Now, run and tell
Elijah to hurry up
Pomp,
And 'meet us at the
gum-tree down in the
swamp,
To wake Nicodemus
to-day.

Refrain from Rev.
Simon P. Roundtree's
circular
Good time coming,
good time coming,
Long, long time on
the way;
Run and tell Elija to
hurry up Pomp,
To meet us under the
cottonwood tree,
In the Great Solomon
Valley
At the first break of
day.

As is well known, white songwriters often used
bits of black spirituals or slave songs in crafting
their minstrel tunes; in turn minstrel songs
were reappropriated and reintegrated into the
black tradition. 2s Clearly, Roundtree knew
the song and used it to his own purposes: the
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, To the Colored Citizens of the United States.
ICODEMUS, GRAHAAJ Co., KAN., July 2d. 1877·
We the icodemus Town Company of Graham County,
Kan., are ~ow in possession of our lands and the Town ite of
icodemus, which is beautifully located on the N. W. quarter of
Section I, Town 8, Range 21, in Graham Co., Kansas, in the
great Solomon Valley, 240 miles west of Topeka, and. ~e are
proud to say it is the tinest country we ever saw. The SOil IS of a
rich, black, sandy loam . The country is rather rolling, and looks
most pleasing to the human eye. The south fork of the Solomon river Rows through Graham County, nearly directly east and
west and has an abundan ce of excellent water, while there
are numerous springs of living water abounding throughout the
Valley. There is an abundance of tine Magnesian stone for
building purposes, which is much easier handled than the rough
sand or hard stone. There is also some timber; plentr for fire
use, while we have no fear but what we will tind plenty of coal.
ow is your time to secure your home on Government
Land in the Great Solomon Valley of Western Kansas.
Remember, we have secured the service of W. R. Hill, a
man of energy and ability, to locate our Colony.
ot quite 90 days ago we secured our charter for locating
the town site of icodemus. We then became an ort;mized
body, with only three dollars in the treasury and twelve members, but under the careful management of our officers, we ha e
now nearly 300 good and reliable members, with sever 1 members permanently located on their claims-with plenty of provisions for the colony-while we are daily receiving letters from
all parts 01 the country from parties desiring to locate in the
great Solomon Valley of Western Kansas.
For Maps, Circulars, and Passenger rates, address our
General Manager, W. R . HILL, orth Topeka, K.ansas, until
August 1st, 1817, then at Hill City, Graham Co., via Trego.
The name of our post-office will be Nicodemus, and Mr.
Z. T . Fletcher will be our "Nasby."
REv. S. P. ROU DTREE, c'y.

ICOD E M U ~.

,

Nicodemus was a .lave of African birth.
ADd ..as bought for a bag full of gold;
He was reckoned a part of the salt ohhe earth
But he died yean ago. very old.
Nicodemus wu a prophet, at least he was as wise,
For be told of the battles to come .
How we trembled with fear. when he rdJed up his eyes
ADd we beeded the 'hake of his thumb.
•
CHORUS:
Good lime coming. good time coming
LoDg I Ic;mg time on the way;
•
RUD aod teU E1ija to burry up Pomp.

To meet US under the cottonwood tree
I D the Great Solomon Val ley
•
At the Irst break of day.

FIG. 2. Circular advertising Nicodemus. C ourtesy of the Kansas State Historical Society.

advertisement of an all-black settlement in
Kansas. Arrogating the song lyrics for his own
purposes, Roundtree celebrated not the end of
the war (as was probably intended by the com-

poser}-the founding of Nicodemus took place
more than a decade after the end of the war, and
indeed, in the waning years of Reconstruction.
Rather, Roundtree's Nicodemus signifies some-
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thing other than what Work's protest song
(and later, popular minstrel tune) signifies.
Roundtree, along with the other founders-all
of them preachers-must have had the biblical
Nicodemus in mind.
Roundtree disguised the biblical Nicodemus within the majority cultural expression
(the "public transcript") that the popular
song afforded him. By virtue of the multivalence inherent in the name Nicodemus, he
insinuated meaning to his audience (recently
freed slaves), a meaning that was disguised
to the audience of the dominant culture. 29
Understanding the associations of the biblical Nicodemus is key to understanding how
Roundtree was crafting a place in Americaa place intended specifically for African
Americans, a place of "reborn selves."
THE BIBLICAL NICODEMUS

The history of a race may be folded in a word.
-Walt Whitman, "Words"
Early European settlers often configured
their new world identity in biblical terms. They
justified their appropriation of the New World as
a response to a biblical mandate. One outcome
of this understanding is that "[tlhroughout the
nineteenth century American settlers regularly
named their communities after biblical places:
Zoar, Ohio (Gen 13:10); Ruma, Illinois (2
Kings 23:36); Mount Tirzah, North Carolina
(Joshua 12:24); and Zela, West Virginia (Joshua
18:28), as well as 47 variations on Bethel, 61 on
Eden and 95 on Salem.,,30
The conceptual frame of the biblical Exodus
was especially important to early settlers. At
first used by European settlers, Exodus later
powerfully framed for blacks a narrative that
symbolized, politicized, and authorized their
migrations. 3! Harriet Tubman, for example, was
often referred to as "the Moses of her people."
Kansas, known as the "Negro Canaan," represented freedom and autonomy for emancipated
blacks still virtually imprisoned by white
supremacist economics and racial terrorizing
in the years following the Civil War and during

the collapse of Reconstruction. Eventually,
thousands left the South in the Kansas Fever
Exodus. These freedmen and women were
called Exodusters, a term combining the biblical Exodus with the dusty land of the Kansas
plains. In her magisterial study of the mass
migration to Kansas after Reconstruction,
historian Nell Irvin Painter argued that these
Exodusters deeply identified with the biblical
story of Exodus. They found, in the story of
the beleaguered Israelites who had been freed
from bondage and provided for by God, a profound biblical parallel to their own situation.
Indeed, it provided impetus to leave the South.
"[Bleyond providing colorful terminology for
the Exodus, the identification between Blacks
and the biblical Chosen People enhanced
many Blacks' conviction that the time had
come for them to be taken out of the South."32
Beyond the charter myth of Exodus, the
Bible was critically important in the battle for
independence by blacks-it was both weapon
in the hands of slaveholders fighting to keep
blacks enslaved and ammunition in hands of
the oppressed fighting for emancipation. 33 One
essential tool in that fight for liberation was,
of course, literacy and education. The book
often used to administer lessons was the Bible.
"[Dlespite the illiteracy of the vast majority,
the slaves were greatly attracted to what they
considered 'the sacred book' and they gave
rapt attention to its reading by missionaries
and their own black preachers, many of whom
had learned the Bible 'by heart."'34 Yet it was
not just social mobility through literacy that
drew African Americans to the Bible. "To most
enslaved African Americans the Bible and
the black church gave central identity to their
communities and their lives."35 That identity,
of course, was formed in defiance to the dominants that enslaved them. In this respect, even
those who were not given any opportunity
to learn to read or write knew of the Bible's
power. Learning to read (or otherwise access)
the Bible meant that slaves could mobilize passages directly contradicting those the white
slavers' preferred, passages used to legitimize
slavery such as Ephesians 6:5 and 1 Peter 3: 18ff.
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The practical allure of literacy, combined with
the potentially revolutionary contents of the
Bible, made it nearly impossible to resist. Slave
owners also knew that if the slaves could access
the Bible they would find ample material with
which to challenge biblical readings upholding
slave trading and slaveholding. 36
Bible reading became a popular locus for
resistance to white oppression, although learning to read it was quite dangerous.
Folks did tell 'bout some of de owners dat
cut off one finger evvy time dey cotch a
slave try in' to git larnin'. How-some-ever,
dere was some Niggers dat wanted larnin'
so bad dey would slip out at night and meet
in a deep gully whar dey would study by de
light of light'ood torchers; but one thing
sho, dey better not let no white folks find
out 'bout it, and if dey was lucky 'nough 'til
dey larned to read de Bible, dey kept it a
close secret. 37
For their part, slavemasters worked hard to
prevent slaves from learning to read, and
especially from access to the Bible. As a result,
slaves met clandestinely, in secret areas and at
night to pursue religious worship and/or Bible
reading. 38 The effort to conceal themselves
was due to reprisals they faced should they be
discovered trying to learn to read-especially
the Bible.
In the antebellum years, southern states
passed myriad laws making it illegal for slaves
to learn to read. The North Carolina legislature passed a law preventing "all persons from
teaching slaves to read or write" on the basis
that such activities have a "tendency to excite
dissatisfaction in their minds, and to produce
insurrection and rebellion."39 Whippings
and fines were administered to those caught
teaching slaves to read or write. Many of those
laws specifically mention night, before day, or
after sunset, for this was the time when many
stole away to engage in learning. ''According
to former slaves, who usually had to learn at
night, one of the great difficulties was getting
enough light to read by.'>40 Nighttime, then,

came to confer the secrecy and covert operations required of slaves seeking literacy.
Yet they persisted, in spite of danger to life
and limb, in spite of eyestrain and exhaustion.
It was crucial to learn to read in order to effectively reject the Christianity of the slaveholders, and to '''take the Bible back,' to read what
it really said."41 With literacy, and especially
with the ability to read the Bible, blacks used
the sacred texts they had accessed to craft slave
religion into "a progressive force and a shield
against white domination."42
It is precisely here that Roundtree's encoded,
biblical Nicodemus becomes apparent. A
relatively minor character (he appears only
in the Gospel of John), Nicodemus is identified as a leader of the Jews who comes to Jesus
at night, apparently out of fear of reprisals
by other Jews who were (so goes the story)
seeking to arrest, condemn, and kill Jesus. 43
Thus, Nicodemus comes to Jesus in the same
way African Americans came to the Bible:
at night and in secret, understandably afraid
of the consequences. In this way, the story
of Nicodemus mirrored the way that many
African Americans had themselves come to
the Bible-that is, in secret, fearful of reprisal,
and at night. This analogy gave Nicodemus special resonance for African Americans.
Clearly the biblical Nicodemus was well
known. His character cut a broad social swath.
In the 1860s African American Sam Lucas
formed a minstrel troupe that performed a
song called "Ole' Nicker Demus, De Ruler
ob de Jews.'>44 At the other end of the social
continuum was African Methodist Episcopal
bishop and scholar Benjamin Tanner (18351935), whose studies led him to conclude that
the exchange between Nicodemus and Jesus
was "one of three notable incidents of ... Jesus'
public ministry."45 Bishop Tanner's son, the
famous portraitist Henry Ossawa Tanner, also
found Nicodemus a character of special import.
The younger Tanner painted a number of biblical scenes, but found Nicodemus a particularly
worthwhile subject. 46 According to art historian Jennifer Harper, Tanner's painting of
Nicodemus "deals with a number of concepts
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important to ... African American leaders, the
most significant of which is rebirth."47
Indeed, beyond the depiction of Nicodemus
coming to Jesus secretly, at night, rebirth is
another reason that Nicodemus appealed
widely to African Americans. For Nicodemus
is the one to whom Jesus says, "Verily, verily,
I say unto thee, 'Except a man be born again,
he cannot see the kingdom of God'" (John 3:3
KJV), and "Marvel not that I said unto thee,
eYe must be born again.'" (John 3:7 KJV).48
Certainly the language and conceptual
apparatus of "born again" was well known to
African Americans by the end of the nineteenth century. "Rebirth" had emerged with
great fervor in the First and Second Great
Awakenings in the 1730s-1740s and the early
years of the nineteenth-century, respectively.
It had enormous resonance among slaves:
Above all, the core experience of the black
sacred cosmos was the personal conversion
of the individual believer. The Christianity
that was spread among slaves during the
First and Second Awakenings was an evangelical Christianity that stressed personal
conversion through a deep regenerating
experience, that of being saved, or "born
again."49
Scholars suggest that conversion or "rebirth"
was important to slaves because it allowed
them to shed the negative and conferred
identity of slave. "Blacks were anxious to be
reborn," avers one scholar, "to put off their
slave identities and slave names, and to find a
better self, a social self truer to their internal
image."50 In fact, the mandate to be "born
again" was explicitly linked with preparation
for emigration. In the later eighteenth century, for example, the black abolitionist John
Marrant argued that black preachers ought to
assist those who wanted to emigrate from the
South by repeatedly emphasizing "the doctrine
of the necessity of the conversion ... from [the]
classical biblical reference, John 3:5."51 In that
reference, Jesus says to Nicodemus: "no one can
enter the kingdom of God without being born

of water and Spirit," a statement book-ended by
the two imperatives to be "born again" in 3:3
and 3:7.
Both the secret, nighttime encounter that
characterizes Nicodemus's audience with Jesus,
and Jesus' imperative to Nicodemus to be
"born again," made Nicodemus a particularly
poignant figure for slaves. Biblical scholars
have long configured Nicodemus negatively:
Nicodemus reflects a theological lack or lag,
Nicodemus is a rube, and at best his ambiguity is instructive.52 But the former slaves who
founded the Kansas settlement found the
biblical Nicodemus a positive figure, one with
import for and resonance with their own
experience.
On the surface, naming the settlement
Nicodemus signified an identification between
westward immigrants and a legendary slave.
Surely those immigrants were aware of the
long-term psychic damage of continuing to
identify as slaves. Why continue to identify
as such on leaving the Confederacy for a free
state? The encoded biblical signifier, lurking
within the "public transcript" of the slave
Nicodemus, undermined and resisted slave
identity. As James Scott has argued, the arts of
disguise commonly occur among the subordinated. "So long as subordinate groups cannot
reliably and fully penetrate the hidden transcript of the powerful, they are obliged to make
inferences from the text of power presented to
them in the public transcript."53 In this case the
"text Qf power" was the assumption of ongoing
identification as (former) slaves. The biblical
Nicodemus provided a site of subterfuge.
African Americans read, heard, and interpreted the Bible "differently than those who
introduced them to it, ironically and audaciously seeing in it-the most powerful of the
ideological weapons used to legitimize their
enslavement and disenfranchisement-a mirroring of themselves and their experiences.,,54
The Bible became a virtual storehouse of
names, narratives, and characters readily
appropriated by African Americans for their
own uses and stories: not only Exodus, nor just
Moses. Nicodemus, too.
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But it is no small thing, no quick growth;
not a matter of rubbing out one word and
writing another.
Real names never come so easily.
-Walt Whitman, "The Primer of Words"
Nicodemus the biblical character provided
the Kansas settlers a point of identification with
which to configure themselves both positively
and authoritatively: not in this case as modernday Israelites seeking Canaan, but as those who
had to come to the Bible, to Jesus, and to freedom in covert, secret, nighttime ways; and with
the result that they were born again, reborn as
nonslave selves. The significance of naming
this Kansas town Nicodemus sheds light on
the enormously creative process by which freed
slaves came into selfhood, and the tools they
used to do so. While researchers have privileged
the attribution of the name of the settlement in
Kansas as stemming from a legendary African
slave, there are good reasons to reconsider the
"more likely" status this version enjoys. First,
the legendary slave is in fact a reference to a
popular song that Reverend Roundtree used
to advertise a settlement founded by and for
African Americans. The lyrics featured on
the circular are not a direct reference to a real,
historical slave named Nicodemus. Further,
the founders of the town were also preachers,
which would seem to warrant against stripping
the origins of the town's name of any biblical
resonance whatsoever. Finally, engagements of
Nicodemus by other African Americans across
the social spectrum make it quite likely that
the biblical Nicodemus was in mind when the
town's founders decided upon an appropriate
name for their settlement.
Naming this place Nicodemus is a poignant
example of how African Americans arrogated to themselves the Bible that had been
used, in the hands of slaveholding whites, to
justify their enslavement and domination. It
signifies their endurance and ultimate victory
over those forces, and reveals their intellectual and creative appropriation of ''America's

iconic book."55 Naming a place Nicodemus
indicates that they were engaged in complex
negotiation, engagement, and resistance to
dominant American culture and (one of) the
foundational texts upon which it lies. African
Americans redefined texts and traditions more
typically used to justify their domination or
provide a theological rationale for their plight.
Naming a place Nicodemus reveals the arts of
resistance and disguise enacted by peoples to
retain their own distinctive history, to make
the Bible suit them and their own imaginations. 56
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